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Nice.Thanks a lot to the person(s) who shared the document. Also Thanks for the link. However it displays pages like the following upon clicking on the 'Up' arrow button. As it is a large document this is just a snapshot of the next and previous pages.So I'm hoping that the above is just to be 'positioned' somewhere on the pages.The document size is 4.2 GB so please don't
expect 100% of the document to be seen by clicking on next / previous links.Just wanted to let you know.How the media covers issues of the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) targeting of conservative groups and how the public views this issue. Possible Scenarios: Obama has admitted to “hurting feelings” of the American people by engaging in these attacks on his

opponents, but in one of his recent speeches, Obama defended these actions as “…simply enforcing the law, rooting out corruption, and making sure no one is abusing the system.” The IRS has apologized, paid back hundreds of thousands of dollars and promised “wide-ranging” changes to prevent this from ever happening again. The IRS’s actions were in violation of federal
law and should be punished. Main Points in Supporting View: Obama lied about the IRS’s actions. Evidence proves the IRS was targeting conservative groups with a “high degree of probability.” That level of scrutiny is illegal. The IRS has not committed a crime – they followed laws that were written decades ago. But, in our new world where the First Amendment is censored

and where groups that support the First Amendment are punished, government agencies like the IRS must be held to a higher standard than even the Constitution ever allows. Campaign for Liberty has written to nine Republican senators, asking them to sign on to a letter requesting an investigation of IRS practices by the Senate’s Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, which is headed by a Republican senator. The good news is that the media has focused on this story – but how much and for how long should we count on the media to give this issue proper coverage? Are you one of those millions who has read a news story about this? If so, how did it make you feel? Can you remember a news story that is as recent and as

important as this one? “It was official. Obama was now campaigning
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